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Abstract

In this paper, we present a comparative study of Obama’s closing statements in the presidential 
debates, in particular, the first and third debates with Mitt Romney in 2012. Obama was 
considered to have done poorly in the first debate, but very well in the third debate. A 
systemic-functional analysis of Obama’s closing statements in these two debates reveals the 
lexicogrammatical and rhetorical choices which contribute to the functional and aesthetic 
value of Obama’s debate performance.
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1. Introduction

A systemic-functional approach provides the grammatical basis for discussing how the 
speaker’s use of language contributes to a well-received performance. In other words, 
aesthetic value, like functional value, is an outcome of the choices made from among the 
structures that contribute to the meaning (ideational, interpersonal and textual) of the text.   

There was general agreement among commentators that Obama performed much 
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better in his third debate with the Republican candidate, former Governor Mitt Romney, 
than in the first debate. A systemic-functional analysis of Obama’s style of speaking 
in both debates should help to identify which lexico-grammatical features potentially 
contributed to either the positive or negative response to his performance. Moreover, the 
investigation should provide the basis for future hypothesizing about those choices that 
contribute to positive aesthetic appeal.  

For our research, we are focusing on one kind of political discourse, specifically, that 
which takes place during the recent presidential debates between President Barack Obama 
and former Governor Mitt Romney. The function of the debate is to give candidates the 
opportunity to share their opinions on issues facing the country and put forward their 
agenda to lead the country forward. Each candidate is trying to impress the audience 
members that (s)he is the stronger of the candidates.

Generally, those commenting on the debate were positive about Obama’s performance 
in the third debate. Susan Adams, from Forbes, commented as follows in her article “Who 
won the third Presidential debate: Commentary Roundup” (2012):

●	The president emerged the victor because he seemed relaxed, in command and clear in his 
explications of the administration’s policies

●	Obama’s one-liners were effective
●	Obama seemed reasonable and confident
●	Romney had negative messages 

Peter Watts, writing for The Presenters Blog, declared ‘It was an Obama victory 
tonight. And a victory that pointed up the importance of not just passion, but planning 
and preparation.’ In The Washington Post (2012), Chris Cillizza wrote that ‘Obama came 
across as the more confident and commanding presence—by a lot.’

In contrast to the positive response to his performance in the third debate, Obama’s 
performance in the first debate was criticized by Joe Klein of Time magazine as ‘one of 
the most inept performances I’ve ever seen by a sitting President.’

The poll results for the first and third debates show how different the responses were 
to Obama’s performance in the two debates. Whereas 22% of those polled in the CBS poll 
said Obama won the first debate, 46% said Romney won, 32% either considered both to 
have tied or had no opinion (see Table 1). Responding after the third debate, 53% of those 
polled in the CBS poll said Obama won, 23% said Romney won, 24 were neutral or had 
no opinion (see Table 2).

Table 1. Polling results for first presidential debate
Obama won Romney won tie / no opinion

CBS 22 46 32
CNN 25 67 8
Gallop 20 72 9
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Table 2. Polling results for third presidential debate
Obama won Romney won tie / no opinion

CBS 53 23 24
CNN 48 40 12

2. Literature Review 

According to van Dijk, Political Discourse Analysis (PDA) may be identified on the basis 
of who is speaking, whether they are politicians. Alternatively, the scope of what counts 
as political discourse could be enlarged to any discourse which is part of the political 
process.

As for whether ‘there are any structures of text or talk that are exclusively or 
prototypically “political” in the sense that they appear primarily in political discourse, 
and precisely signal or constitute the political nature of such discourse’, other than 
distinctly political jargon, van Dijk argues that ‘we can hardly expect that structures that 
have so many functions could be reserved only for political genres and contexts’ (p. 24) 
Even though the structures of language identified in political discourse are not exclusive 
to political discourse and may be found across registers and genres, still this should 
not rule out the analysis of those structures that contribute to the political process. For 
example, our analysis of political discourse, especially in the context of the presidential 
debates, should include investigation of those structures which function as ‘strategies of 
argumentation’ (p. 29).

In terms of ‘the political manipulation of syntactic style’ (p. 33), van Dijk notes ‘the 
use of pronouns, variations of word order, the use of specific syntactic categories, active 
and passive constructions, nominalizations, clause embedding, sentence complexity and 
other ways to express underlying meanings in sentence structures’ (p. 33). In particular, 
van Dijk notes how politicians often use “political pronouns” like the “political plural 
we” to identify the ingroup (pp. 33-34). van Dijk also suggests conducting a pragmatic 
analysis of speech acts which in the case of a parliamentary debate may include ‘assertions, 
questions, accusations or apologies’ (p. 36).

From a systemic-functional perspective, however, the analysis of political discourse 
would likely involve Halliday’s notion of register which accounts for variation in 
language according to use. A register may be described in terms of field (i.e. what it is 
about), tenor (i.e. who is talking to who), and mode (i.e. how it is taking place). Lukin 
et al. (2008/2011) interpret Halliday’s notion of register to mean that ‘(a) register is a 
function of all settings in the context, and that (b) it is in the activation by the contextual 
parameters of the corresponding components in the semantic system (the ideational, the 
interpersonal, and the textual metafunctions) that register comes into being’ (p. 192).

There have been, among others, several functional-semantic studies of Obama’s 
speeches, including:
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Table 3. Previous functional semantic studies of Obama’s speeches
Catalano (2011) Obama’s Philadelphia speech 

(18 March 2008)
Obama’s use of metaphor, metonym, and 
deixis to place himself at the forefront of the 
struggle against racism, and ultimately, the 
resistance to the current (at the time of the 
speech) [Bush] administration’ (p. 62)

Privanto (2009) Obama’s speech in Cairo on 4 
June 2009

tenor—mood, modality and evaluation; ‘[how] 
the resources of appraisal are used to negotiate 
the social relationships between participants’ 
(p. 1)

Wang (2010) Obama’s Victory speech 
(November 2008) and his first 
inaugural (January 2009)

transitivity structures, modal verbs, personal 
pronouns, tense

Ye (2010) Obama’s Victory speech mood, modality, pronouns

3. Background

The first presidential debate between Presidential Obama and Governor Romney took 
place on 3 October 2012, and was moderated by Jim Lehrer of PBS. The third presidential 
debate between Obama and Romney took place on 22 October 2012, and was hosted 
by Bob Schieffer of CBS. Whereas the first debate dealt with domestic policy, the third 
debate covered foreign policy.

4. Methodology

The methodological approach for our investigation is based on M.A.K. Halliday’s 
Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL) Theory. In SFL, the primary focus is on meaning, 
and how form is used to realize that meaning. Meaning is understood to be more than 
just what we want to say—more than just the ideas expressed, more than just ideational 
meaning. When we speak, we also communicate the social relationship which we have 
with our listener(s). Halliday refers to this as interpersonal meaning. Finally, there is 
textual meaning, or how ideational and interpersonal meaning is formed into the message, 
expressed through some modality, whether speech, writing, or some other medium/
modality. 

Meaning can be investigated in terms of three metafunctions: ideational (what 
we are talking about); interpersonal (to whom we are speaking); and textual (how we 
communicate). Each metafunction is realized grammatically by some form or structure:

●	Ideational:	process,	participant	and	circumstance
●	Interpersonal:	mood	(clause	types),	use	of	modal	auxiliary	verbs;	appraisal	
●	Textual:	theme-rheme;	given-new
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5. Closing Statements: A Case Study

Obama’s closing statements from the two debates have been analyzed for their transitivity 
structure—i.e. process, participant(s), circumstance(s); thematic structure—i.e. textual, 
topical and interpersonal themes; and logical structure—i.e. paratactic or hypotactic, and 
whether elaborating, extending, enhancing, or projecting.

5.1 Transitivity structure
The findings from our analysis of the transitivity structure of Obama’s closing statements 
for the first and third debates, as well as Romney’s closing statement in the third debate are:

Table 4. Comparing process types for candidates’ closing statements from first and third debates

Process Type
First debate Third debate

Obama Obama Romney
count % count % count %

material 39 66 35 60 47 56
mental 6 10 11 19 11 13
relational 9 15 10 17 24 29
verbal 4 7 2 3 1 1
existential 1 1

58 58 84
% 
processes

%
 processes

% 
processes

total word count 408 14 396 15 427 20

While there are more relational processes in Romney’s third debate closing statement than 
in either of Obama’s closing statements, Obama’s third debate closing statement employs 
more material processes. The only other noticeable difference is the greater use of mental 
processes in Obama’s third debate closing than in either his first debate closing or Romney’s 
third debate closing. 

Investigating transitivity further, in Romney’s third debate closing statement, ‘I’ is 
mentioned in the er-role 17%, ‘we’ 8%, and ‘you’ never (see Table 7). In Obama’s third 
debate closing statement, ‘I’ is mentioned in the er-role 22%, ‘we’ 14%, and ‘you’ 10% (see 
Table 6). Three out of the six instances of ‘you’, however, function as Senser in Obama’s 
repeated phrase ‘you know’, which serves primarily to signal a discourse shift rather than 
ideational meaning. What distinguishes Obama’s first debate closing from his third debate 
closing is that the more inclusive first person plural ‘we’ occurs in an er-role in only 5% 
of the total instances (see Table 5).
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Table 5. Transitivity analysis of Obama’s closing statement in the first debate
First debate
Obama

I you we OTHER total instances of 
process type

material 6 15% 2  5% 2 5% 75% 39 (67%)
mental 0 2  33% 1 17% 50% 6 (10%)
relational 2 22% 0  0 0 88% 9 (16%)
verbal 4 100% 0  0 0 4 (7%)
 12 21% 4 7% 3 5% 67% 58

Table 6. Transitivity analysis of Obama’s closing statement in the third debate
Final debate
Obama

I you we OTHER total instances of 
process type

material 5 14% 1  3% 5 14% 69% 35 (60%)
mental 5 45% 4  36% 1  9% 10% 11 (19%)
relational 2 20% 1  10% 2 20% 50% 10 (17%)
verbal 1 50% 0  0  50% 2 (3%)
 13 22% 6 10% 8 14% 54% 58

Table 7. Transitivity analysis of Romney’s closing statement in the third debate
Final debate
ROMNEY

I you we OTHER total instances of 
process type

material 4 9% 0  5 11% 80% 47 (56%)
mental 5 45% 0  0  55% 11 (13%)
relational 4 17% 0  2 8% 75% 24 (29%)
verbal 1 100% 0  0  1 (1%)
 14 17% 0 0 7 8% 75% 84

Comparing the closing statements in terms of simple vs. complex clauses, we observe 
a similarly higher percentage of complex vs. simple clauses, although the percentage of 
complex clauses in Obama’s third debate closing statement is much higher (81%, see 
Table 8).

Table 8. Logical analysis of candidates’ closing statements
simple clauses complex clauses

Obama’s closing 
statements

Third 4 / 19% 17 / 81%
First 5 / 38% 8 / 62%

Romney’s third debate closing statement 13 / 36% 23 / 64%

Looking at the relations between the clauses that combine to form a complex clause 
(see Table 9), we observe that Romney’s closing statement is very similar to Obama’s 
first debate closing in their proportion of paratactic to hypotactic. However, hypotaxis 
predominates much more in Obama’s third debate closing statement.
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Table 9. Comparing paratactic vs. hypotactic relations in closing statements
 parataxis hypotaxis %PARA/

%HYPO+ x = x “
Obama closing
Third 6 21% 1 4% 10 36% 7 25% 4 14% 25%/

75%

First 5 36%   1  7% 2 14 % 6 43% 36%/ 
64%

Romney closing
 Third 6 18% 22 65% 5 15% 1 3% 18%/

83%

What stands out about Obama’s first debate closing statement is the amount of rankshifting 
and embedding which occurs in the following sentence:

<c 351a> And everything [<c 351b> that I’ve tried to do] <c 351c> and everything [<c 351d> 
that I’m now proposing for the next four years in terms of [<c 351e> improving our education 
system, <c 351f> or developing American energy, <c 351g> or making sure <c 351h> that 
we’re closing loopholes for companies [<c 351i> that are shipping jobs overseas] <c 351j> 
and focusing on small businesses and companies [<c 351k> that are creating jobs here in the 
United States,] <c 351l> or — or closing our deficit in a responsible, balanced way [<c 351m> 
that allows us <c 351n> to invest in our future] ] ] — <c 351o> all those things are designed to 
make sure <c 351p> that the American people, their genius, their grit, their determination is — 
is channeled, <c 351q> and — and — and they have an opportunity [<c 351r> to succeed.]  

In fact, clauses 351a-n—a total of 14 clauses—stand in apposition to the grammatical 
subject of 351o. The 14 clauses at the beginning of the sentence involve several layers of 
embedding and taxis a [ b ] and c [d [ e or f or g h [ i ] and j [k] or – or l [ m n ] ] ] likely 
making it difficult for listeners to process.

 
5.2 Thematic structure

The word clouds for just the Topical Themes in both candidates’ closing statements (see 
Figures 1-3) show both speakers frequently used the first person singular (Romney, 3rd 
debate:18 times/38%; Obama 3rd debate:11 times/35%; Obama 1st debate: 7 times/23%; 
see Table 10). However, while the first person plural appears in both candidates’ third 
debate closings (Romney: 11/23%; Obama: 10/32%), ‘we’ did not occur even once as 
Theme in Obama’s first debate.

Table 10. Pronouns as Theme in candidates’ closing statements

pronouns as Theme ‘I’ ‘we’/‘We’ ‘you’/‘You’ other

Obama
First 7/30(23%) 0 3/30(10%) 67%

Third 
11/31 (35%) 10/31(32%) 3/31(10%) 23%

Romney 18/47(38%) 11/47(23%) 0 38%
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Figure 1. Word cloud of Topical Themes in Obama’s third debate closing statement
 

Figure 2. Word cloud of Topical Themes in Romney’s third debate closing statement
 

Figure 3. Word cloud of Topical Themes in Obama’s first debate closing statement
 

Whereas the first person singular and plural pronouns occur as Theme throughout 
Obama’s third debate closing statement, both pronouns occur only toward the end of 
Obama’s first debate closing (see Tables 11 and 12). This difference in the use of first 
person pronouns as Theme may have contributed to the different responses to Obama’s 
performance in the two debates. Whereas the frequent and continuous use of first person 
pronouns as Theme in the third debate closing statement may have helped Obama come 
across as being more engaged with his audience, the absence of first person pronouns 
in favour of an assortment of other nouns as Theme for much of Obama’s first debate 
closing statement may have contributed to the less favourable response.
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Table 11. Theme choice in Obama’s third debate closing
  Theme
c# sub-c # textual interpersonal topical
999 a-b You know

a You
b you

1000 And  now
1001 You know  

a over the last four years
b we

1002 a And Governor Romney
1003 And I
1004 a I
1005 a And I 

c that we
1006 a I

c we
d And we

1007 a I
1008 a Yes I

e but also
f the wealthy
g so that we

1009 a As commander-in-chief 
1010 a But after a decade of war

b we
c we
e and

1011 You know
a You
b we
c we
d because we

1012 a And if I
c I
d I
e I
f and I
h that America
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Table 12. Theme choice in Obama’s first debate closing
  Theme
c# sub-c # textual interpersonal topical
345 a-c You know

a You
b four years ago

c and yet my fa i th  and  conf idence  in  the 
American future

346 And  the reason
347 a Because of the woman 
348 a Because of the company in Minnesota
349 a The auto workers

d not just because of a paycheck
e but because it
f that they

350 a And so the question 
351 a And everything

n all those things

o that the American people, their genius, their 
girl, their determination

p and they
352 a And everybody

b and everybody
353 a Everybody

b and everybody
354 a-d You know

a You
b four years ago
c that I 
d and I

355 a and that
356 a But  I

b that I
357 a I

b and if you
c then I
d I

6. Conclusion

The closing statements were most likely prepared by the candidates’ speechwriters and 
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well rehearsed in advance. Unlike the rehearsed closings, there were instances in the 
debates during which the candidates were spontaneous and unrehearsed. For example, 
during the final segment of the third debate—prior to the candidates giving their closings—
the candidates engaged in a back-and-forth exchange that became the most heated part of 
the whole debate. There were false starts and incomplete sentence fragments.

The above analyses of the closing statements in the first and third Obama-Romney 
debates point to Theme choice, particularly the frequent and continuous use of first person 
pronouns as Theme, as one plausible explanation for why listeners responded more 
positively to the third than the first debate.

Another possible contributing factor becomes obvious from watching the video of the 
third debate in which Obama can be observed to have maintained continuous eye-contact 
with the camera (and thus the television audience) throughout the third debate closing 
statement.    

Both Obama’s continuous use of first person pronouns as Theme and his having 
maintained constant eye-contact with the television audience may have made him come 
across as more inclusive and interactive, and thus more appealing to the television 
audience.

Note
1 http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2012/10/22/winners-and-losers-from-the-

final-presidential-debate
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